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Chapter 5

A quantified predicate logic for
ampliation and restriction

5.1 Introduction

Natural language occurs in written, spoken, and mental utterances. For the me-
dieval logicians, it is these utterances, not the propositions expressed by them,
which bear the truth values. Since, in Latin (the standard language of the logi-
cians, whatever their vernacular was), every utterance has either a past-, present-,
or future-tensed verb, the analysis of the truth conditions for an utterance essen-
tially involves time. Thus, there was no such differentiation of logic into tensed
and untensed. As a result, no analysis of the truth conditions of natural language
sentences can be done without some reference to the tense of the main verbs. In
a sense, for the medieval logicians, all logic was temporal logic.

This medieval approach to temporal logic, which is highly pragmatic in nature,
contrasts with the development of the modern discipline of temporal logic, which
is treated separately and as distinct from ordinary logic, whether predicate or
propositional. Modern propositional logic is essentially timeless, dealing with
timeless properties and relations. The addition of a temporal structure involves
the addition of a more complex semantics, usually involving possible worlds or
states of affairs, and an accessibility relation between those worlds.

The fact that medieval logic is essentially temporal in nature is well illustrated
in the theories of supposition that developed in the 12th century and later.1 While
the present-tense fragments of various theories of supposition have been studied
from a formal perspective in recent years, the parts of these theories that deal
with future- and past-tensed sentences have not been so studied.

Our purpose in this chapter is to use the techniques of modern temporal logic
to provide a formal analysis of the future- and past-tensed parts of supposition

1For an overview of medieval theories of supposition, see [Re08, §§3ff], and the references
cited therein, and also [Bos–].
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86 Chapter 5. A quantified predicate logic for ampliation and restriction

theory. Such a formal analysis has many benefits: it will show that supposition
theory, far from being mere scholastic wrangling with innumerable rules and defi-
nitions (as later scholars tended to complain), was an implicit solution to various
philosophical problems which was lost to modern logicians when supposition the-
ory was lost, in the post-medieval period. Since many of these problems still
arise in philosophical discussions today, we will have yet another reason why it is
important for contemporary philosophical logicians to be familiar with the devel-
opments of their medieval predecessors, as there is much to be gained from a close
investigation of their theories. Further, we will give a way that these medieval
solutions can be made accessible to modern practitioners by placing the solutions
in a context familiar to people working in philosophical logic.

The techniques that we introduce in this chapter will be general in application,
but because we cannot create a formal model without a particular theory to
formalize, we have picked one text on which to focus. This text is the final
chapter, De suppositionibus et de significationibus, of Lambert of Lagny’s logic
textbook, the Summa Lamberti or Logica.2 The chapter starts with definitions
of signification and supposition, followed by the standard division of supposition
into its types3, and then concludes with a discussion of appellatio, restrictio,
ampliatio, distributio, and relatio. Lambert’s supposition theory is not especially
remarkable, and so serves as a good ‘generic’ theory that we can use to exemplify
different parts of our formal model.

We thus begin in §5.2 with a discussion of Lambert’s basic notions of significa-
tion and supposition, as we need to understand these before we introduce, in §5.3,
the parts of Lambert’s theory which are connected to analyses in terms of time
and modality. These analyses we will formalize in a quantified modal-temporal
framework in §5.4. Once we have our formal system, we apply it to Lambert’s
theory and prove some results about it in §5.5. In §5.6, we make some conclud-
ing remarks and point towards future work in this area, namely the question of
iterated tenses, which Lambert does not address.

2The Logica is edited in [LoA71], with a translation of the final chapter in [LoA88]. All
references are to these editions. The author of this work was previously identified as Lambert of
Auxerre by, e.g., the editor and translator of [LoA71] and [LoA88]. The author is now generally
identified as Lambert of Lagny [deL81]. Little is known about the life of Lambert, but we
know that he was a Dominican friar living in the middle of the 13th century. His Summa
was most likely written between 1253–57 at Troyes (or possibly Pamplona), and published in
Paris probably around 1260 [deR76, p. 39]. It is similar in content and style to those of his
contemporaries William of Sherwood (Introductiones in logicam, edited with a translation into
German in [WoS95] and translated into English in [WoS66]), Peter of Spain (Summulae logicales
edited in [PoS72] and translated in [PoS90]), and Roger Bacon (Sumule dialectices edited in
[Bac240]), and indeed with most of the mid-13th-century logical compendia.

3The fact that supposition is so divided is standard; the division itself differs from author
to author.
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5.2 Basic notions and definitions

Even though the techniques that we present will have general application to am-
pliation and restriction in a variety of theories of supposition, we make Lambert’s
theory our case study, and in order to show how the formal tools we develop can
be applied, we must give sufficient detail of Lambert’s theory. In this section we
cover the basic notions and definitions of his theory.

We begin with the properties of terms. It is important to study the proper-
ties of terms because sentences (utterances) are made up out of terms, and the
properties of the terms will induce the properties of the sentences in which they
occur. The most basic concept is that of signification. Both sentences and terms
signify, with the signification of terms being prior to the signification of sentences.
The signification of a term is, according to Lambert, the intellectus rei ad quem
intellectum rei vox imponitur ad voluntatem instituentis (205)4. Four things are
required for signification:

• A thing

• A concept of the thing

• An utterance

• A union of the utterance and the concept

A thing is any extra-mental thing, such as a substance (e.g., Socrates the man), an
accident (e.g., the whiteness which is in Socrates), or an activity (e.g., the running
which Socrates is doing right now). These extra-mental things are presented to
the soul by means of a concept. A term gains signification when it is used in an
utterance and the utterance is connected to a concept by the will of the speaker.
The concept imposed upon the term in the speaker’s utterance is the signification
of the term.

Concepts are concepts of things, and terms signify concepts. Signification
hence gives us an indirect way to speak of things, but it does not give us a direct
way. In order to be able to speak not just of concepts, such as ‘man’, but of things
which fall under those concepts, such as ‘Socrates’, we need a more sophisticated
mechanism. That mechanism is supposition.

The supposition of a term is the acceptio termini per se sive pro re sua, vel
pro aliquo supposito contempto sub re sua vel pro aliquibus suppositis contemptis
sub re sua (206).5 For example, the term ‘homo’ signifies the concept of man, but
it can supposit either for the word homo, the concept man, or individual or mul-
tiple men. Supposition is anterior to signification; a term can have signification

4“concept on which an utterance is imposed by the will of the person instituting the term”
(104).

5“acceptance of a term for itself, for its [signified] thing, for some suppositum contained
under its [signified] thing, or for more than one suppositum contained under its [signified]
thing” (106).
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Supposition

Natural Accidental

Simple Personal

Discrete Common

Determinate Confused

Strong mobile Weak immobile

Figure 5.1: Lambert’s division of types of suppositio.

in isolation, but a term only has supposition within the context of a complete
utterance, and it is the context of the sentence that determines what the term
supposits for. The different types of supposition can be divided into the tree in
Figure 5.1. Lambert’s definitions of these types of supposition are by and large
orthodox. We present them here briefly. Natural supposition is quam habet ter-
minus a se et a natura se (208)6, e.g., the supposition of ‘homo’ is men. A term
with natural supposition supposits non solum supponit pro hiis que participant
formam suam, immo pro omnibus hiis supponit qui participant formam suam,
scilicet pro praesentibus preteritis et futuris (208)7; and here we see how time is
brought in to the definition of supposition.

Accidental supposition is quam habet terminus ab adiuncto (208).8 This type
of supposition is secundum exigentiam illius cui adiungitur (208)9, and the ex-
ample given is of a term which is conjoined to a tensed being verb (e.g., est,
erit, fuit). Accidental supposition is divided into two types. The first type is
simple, which is illa secundum quam tenetur terminus pro se vel pro re sua, non
habito respectu ad supposita sub se contempta (209).10 This is contrasted with
personal supposition, which is secundum quam terminus tenetur pro supposito vel
pro suppositis (209).11 The reason why this latter type is called personal is that

6“what a term has on its own and by its nature” (109).
7“‘not only for the things that share its form, but instead for all the things that share, [have

shared, and will share] its form—i.e., for present, past, and future things [of that form]” (109).
8“what a term has from what is adjoined to it” (109).
9“in keeping with the requirement of that to which it is adjoined” (109).

10“the kind according to which a term is interpreted for itself or for its [signified] thing,
without relation to the supposita contained under it” (110).

11“[the sort] according to which a term is interpreted for a suppositum or for supposita” (110).
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suppositum vel individuum in substantia rationali idem est quam persona (209).12

Personal supposition is likewise divided into two types, discrete and common.
Discrete personal supposition is quam habet terminus discretus in se. . . ut quando
sumitur terminus communis cum pronomine determinato (209).13 In Socrates
currit and iste homo currit, both ‘Socrates’ and ‘homo’ have discrete supposition.
Common supposition is, as expected, illa que termino communi convenit (210).14

Common supposition is divided into determinate and confused supposition.
Determinate supposition is illa quam habet terminus communis quando indif-
ferenter potest sumi pro uno vel pro pluribus (210).15 The typical example of
determinate supposition is homo in homo currit ; the supposition of homo here is
determinate because it is true uno homine currente, vel pluribus (210).16 Con-
fused supposition is illa quam habet terminus communis quando de necessitate
tenetur pro omnibus suis suppositis vel pro pluribus ; it is called “confused” be-
cause ubi enim est multitudo ibi est confusio (210).17

The last division is of confused supposition into strong mobile and weak im-
mobile. Strong mobile supposition is illa quam habet terminus communis quando
tenetur pro omnibus suis suppositis de necessitate, et potest fieri descensus sub
eo (210).18 This happens when a term with confused supposition is preceded
by a universal affirmative or universal negative quantifier (e.g., omnis or nul-
lus.) Weak immobile supposition is illa quam habet terminus communis quando
de necessitate tenetur pro pluribus suppositis sub se contemptis, non tamen pro
omnibus, nec sub ipso potest fieri descensus (211).19 (The terms “mobile” and
“immobile” refer to whether or not it is possible to make descents from the term
to its supposita, cf. [Sp82].)

Our focus in the succeeding sections will be on common terms, terms that can
apply to more than one object, because discrete terms non potest restringi nec
ampliari (213)20, and as we’ll see in the next section, restriction and ampliation
of terms are what give Lambert’s logic its temporal character. But before we turn
to restriction and ampliation, we must make a general point about signification.
Signification is a conventional and use-based notion. A term gains signification

12“in the case of rational substance a suppositum or individual is the same as a person” (110).
13“what a discrete term has in itself. . . as when a common term is taken together with a

determinate pronoun” (111).
14“the kind that is appropriate to a common term” (111).
15“what a common term has when it can be taken equally well for one or for more than

one” (111).
16“if one man is running or if more than one are running” (111).
17“what a common term has when it is interpreted necessarily for all its supposita or for

more than one”; “for where there is plurality there is confusion” (111).
18“what a common term has when it is interpreted for all its supposita necessarily and a

[logical] descent can be made under it” (112).
19“what a common term has when it is interpreted necessarily for more than one suppositum

contained under it but not for all, and a descent cannot be made under it” (112).
20“are not able to be restricted or ampliated” (116).
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when a concept is imposed upon it by the will of a speaker. There are no con-
straints on what concepts can be imposed on what terms. It is a conventional
fact that speakers of English almost always imposed the same concept upon the
term ‘dog’, but that this convention exists is not a logical fact. In order to have a
tractable logic, we are forced to gloss over some of the volitional and psychological
aspects of signification. We do so by the following stipulation:

Antecedent to any logical investigation, we set out that we will always
impose on a term its standard (that is, dictionary or conventional)
signification.

This stipulation is not strictly required, since we could build agents and signifi-
cation functions for these agents into our logic, but doing so would not add any
clarity or indeed any further expressivity for modeling the medieval theory. Lam-
bert, for example, has no discussion what to do about the fact that signification
can vary from person to person, or how it is that the hearer knows or understands
which concept is imposed upon a term by the speaker. These are interesting ques-
tions, but they are not wholly logical ones, so we feel no compunction in leaving
them aside here. Instead we take the common sense view that when we use the
terms ‘dog’, ‘cat’, ‘donkey’, we intend to pick out the expected concepts.

5.3 Appellation, ampliation, and restriction

After introducing the divisions of types of supposition, Lambert defines five fur-
ther modifications of supposition: appellation, restriction, ampliation, distribu-
tion, and relation. Of these five, we will focus on the first three, since the way
each of the three affect the supposition of a term is defined in temporal or modal
terms. Appellatio is acceptio termini pro supposito vel pro suppositis actu exis-
tentibus (212).21 The connection between existence and appellation is stressed a
few sections later when Lambert says:

Sciendum autem quod proprie loquendo non dicuntur appellata nisi
sint acutaliter existentia; appellatur enim proprie quod est, et non
quod non est, et ideo bene dicitur quod appellatio est pro existentibus
suppositis vel pro supposito (213).22

In the classification of supposition types given in the previous section, appellation
is a type of personal supposition.23 Specifically, it is common terms, not discrete

21“the acceptance of a term for a suppositum or for supposita actually existing” (114).
22“It is important to know, however, that appellata are not properly so-called unless they

are actual existents; for what is, and not what is not, is properly appellated. And so it is right
to say that appellation is for existent supposita, or for an [existent] suppositum” (115).

23Appellatio semper est suppositio personalis (212); “appellation is always personal supposi-
tion” (114).
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terms, which have appellation. The appellation of a term is, informally speaking,
its ordinary reference. If we speak of ‘men’ without any modifiers, we are speaking
of currently existing men. However, there are times when we want to be able to
speak of men, but not all currently existing men, or to speak of not just currently
existing donkeys, but all donkeys that have ever existed or will ever exist. We
can change the supposition of a term by restricting or ampliating it.

Lambert gives the following rule which connects appellation to supposition:

Rule 5.3.1. Terminus communis substantialis vel accidentalis non restrictus ali-
unde supponens vel apponens verbo presentis temporis non habenti vim ampliandi
a se nec ab alio, restringitur ad supponendum pro presentibus, si appellata habeat;
si vero non, recurrit ad non existentiam (213).24

Appellation allows us to speak of currently existing objects of a certain kind.
However, we often want to speak of possible objects, or future or past objects,
or a subset of objects of a specific kind. This is done through ampliating and
restricting the supposition of a term.

Restriction and ampliation are each other’s opposites. Restrictio is a minora-
tio ambitus termini communis, secundum quam pro paucioribus suppositis teneter
terminus communis quam exigat sua actualis supposito (226).25 One way that a
common term can be restricted is through the addition of an adjective. For ex-
ample, we can restrict the supposition of “man” by adding to it the adjective
“white”; “white man” has fewer supposita than “man” unmodified. This type of
restriction is called naturalis. This is distinguished from usualis ‘use-governed’
restriction, that is, restriction made by convention and not by the addition of a
modify word. An example of use-governed restriction is “the queen is coming”,
where “queen” is not modified explicitly in the statement, but is, by convention,
taken to mean the queen of the country in which the sentence is spoken.26

It is important to note that not all additions of modifying words or phrases
to a common term will result in natural restriction: If the added word or phrase
“destroys” the term, then the result is not called restriction, but diminution. An
example of this is the modifying clause qui non est. Restriction requires that the
common term still have appellata, but as defined in Rule 5.3.1, appellata must
exist. There is no existing object which falls under the modified common term
“man who does not exist”.

If the modifying word or phrase does not restrict the supposition of a common
term but rather expands it, then we are dealing with the opposite of restriction,

24“A substantial or accidental common term that is not restricted by any other means and
that serves as the subject for the predicate of a present-tense verb that has no ampliating force
of its own or from anything else is restricted to suppositing for present things if it has appellata;
but if it does not have appellata, it reverts to nonexistents” (116).

25“a lessening of the scope of a common term as a consequence of which the common term
is interpreted for fewer supposita than its actual supposition requires” (134).

26Cum dicitur: “rex venit”; iste terminus “rex” restringitur ad supponendum pro rege patrie
in qua sermo iste dicitur (277).
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which is called ampliation. Ampliatio is an extensio ambitus termini communis
secundum quod teneri potest terminus communis pro pluribus suppositis quam
exigit sua actualis suppositio (228).27 As an example, Lambert offers homo potest
esse Antichristus (228); in this sentence, homo is ampliated to stand not only for
current men but for future men.

Ampliation is caused by the addition of names (such as ‘possible’), verbs
(‘can’), adverbs (‘potentially’), or participles (‘praised’):

Quedam enim sunt nomina que habent virtutem ampliandi ut possi-
bile, necessarium; et similiter quedam verba ut potest. . . ; similiter et
quedam adverbia ut potentialiter necessario. . . (228).28

Whichever kind the ampliating term is, ampliation can be divided into two types:
ampliatio. . . fit ratione suppositorum and ratione temporum (228).29 Ampliation
by reason of supposita is caused by verba quorum actus comparatus ad subiectum
de subiecto dicitur, in subiecto tamen non est, ut sunt ista: potest, opinatur, lau-
datur (229).30 A term ampliated in this way stands for both actual and nonex-
istent supposita. Ampliation by reason of times is caused by modifiers which
faciunt terminum extendi ad omnes differentias temporis (229).31 Example of
this kind of modifier are temporal operators such as “always”, modal operators
such as “necessarily” and “possibly”, and changes in the tense of the verb. We’ll
call these two types of ampliation ‘supposita ampliation’ and ‘tense ampliation’,
respectively.

The interaction of restriction and ampliation with supposition is partly deter-
mined by whether the terms in question are accidental. In future or past tensed
propositions, the following two rules are relevant:

Rule 5.3.2. Terminus communis accidentalis non restrictus aliunde supponens
verbo preteriti temporis, supponere potest pro presentibus et preteritis; apponens
vero terminum supponit pro preteritis; si vero fuerit terminus substantialis suppo-
nens vel apponens verbo preteriti temporis, semper pro preteritis supponit (223).32

27“extension of the scope of a common term as a consequence of which the common term
can be interpreted for more supposita than its actual supposition requires” (137).

28“For there are certain names that have the power of ampliating—e.g., ‘possible’,
‘necessary’—and certain verbs likewise—e.g., ‘can’. . . —similarly also certain adverbs—e.g., ‘po-
tentially’, ‘necessarily’. . . ” (138).

29“ampliation. . . brought about because of supposita” and that brought out “because of
times” (138).

30“verbs whose corresponding action is related to the subject and said of the subject but is
not in the subject—such as ‘can’, ‘is thought’, ‘is praised’ ” (138).

31“cause a term to be extended to all the differences of time” (138).
32“A common term pertaining to accident that is not restricted by any other means and that

serves as the subject of a past-tense verb can supposit for present and past things even though
the term serving as the predicate supposits [only] for past things; but if a term pertaining to
substance serves as the subject or predicate of a past-tense verb, it always supposits for past
things” (129).
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Rule 5.3.3. Terminus communis accidentalis non restrictus aliunde supponens
verbo futuri temporis, supponere potest pro presentibus et futuris; apponens vero
solum tenetur pro futuris; si vero fuerit terminus substantialis supponens vel ap-
ponens verbo futuri temporis, semper tenetur pro futuris (223).33

These rules and the definitions of appellation, restriction, and ampliation provide
the basis for our formal analysis of the temporal elements of Lambert’s theory of
supposition, which we give in the next section.

5.4 Constructing a formal model

In this section we adapt the general presentation of Kripke frames and quantified
modal logic in Appendix A to our specific purposes. We specify our language and
formal model, and give definitions of appellation, ampliation, and restriction.

Our base language is that of predicate logic with temporal operators34, ex-
tended with four copulae for the different types of categorical sentences. That is,

33“A common term pertaining to accident that is not restricted by any other means and
that serves as the subject of a future-tense verb can supposit for present and future things even
though when serving as the predicate it is interpreted only for future things; but if a term
pertaining to substance serves as the subject or the predicate of a future-tense verb, it is always
interpreted for future things” (129).

34In Appendix A, we introduced modal and temporal operators separately. However, the
truth conditions for ♦ and � given there do not adequately capture Lambert’s view of modality.
Lambert follows one of the traditional medieval interpretations of modality, the statistical in-
terpretation (cf. [Knu93, passim]), where ‘necessarily’ and ‘possibly’ are defined with reference
to times, not to possible worlds. As he says:

Unde cum dicitur: “home est animal necessario” aliud est ac si diceretur: “id
est, in omni tempore convenit homini esse animal”, scilicet in presenti preterito
et futuro (229).35

Formally, this means the truth conditions of Lambert’s modal operators are:

w |= ♦p iff there is a t, t |= p
w |= �p iff for all t, t |= p

That is, we drop any reference to the accessibility relation. If we are dealing with linear time,
it is possible to define these modal operators in terms of the temporal operators (note that this
only works with linear time; if time branches either forward or backward or both, then these
definitions fail):

♦p := p ∨ Fp ∨ Pp

�p := p ∧Gp ∧Hp

Since we restrict our attention here to linear time, we will omit discussion of the modal operators
since they are reducible to the temporal ones.

35“Thus when one says ‘A man is an animal necessarily’, it is the same as if one had said
‘That is, in every time being an animal applies to a man: in the present, the past, and the
future” (138).
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for any predicate S and Q, the following are well-formed formulas:

SuaQ | SunQ | SpaQ | SpnQ

We also stipulate that we have a name for every object in our domain; since we
are only working with finite domains, this means that our language will still be
finite.

Recall that we noted that Lambert’s view of modality is statistical, that is,
it is defined in terms of temporal instants just as the tense operators are. This
simplifies our system somewhat in that we do not need to specify a possibility
relation in addition to a temporal ordering on the possible worlds. Formally, our
models are 5-tuples M = 〈T,<,O,E, V 〉, where:

T is a set of temporal instants. We let variables t with and without subscripts
and superscripts, and w, x, y, and z range over T .

< is a transitive, irreflexive, and backward linear relation on T ; if t < t′ we say
that t′ is (temporally) later than t and t is (temporally) earlier than t′.

O is a finite set of objects. We let the variables a, b, c . . . range over O.

E is a function from O to subsets of T ; if t ∈ E(a), then we say that a exists at
t and write t |= â. We require that E be such that for every t ∈ T , there
is an a ∈ O such that t ∈ E(a), that is, at every point in time, at least one
object exists, and also that E be such that for every t ∈ t, there is an a ∈ O
such that t /∈ E(a), that is, at every point in time, at least one object does
not exist.

V is a function from predicate-world pairs to subsets of O; if a ∈ V (Q, t), then
we say that a is Q at t.

As we noted in §A.3, the validity of the Barcan and the Converse Barcan formulas
on an extended frame implies that models based on this frame are constant-
domain. This is immediately problematic in the context of temporal logic, where
we want objects to be able to come into and go out of existence as time passes
(for an extensive discussion of the problems, see [Pr57]). As a result, if we want to
work in a varying-domain model, we must ensure that neither the Barcan formula
nor its converse is valid. Because we wish neither of these to be valid, we require
that there exist t, t′, w, w′ ∈ T such that t < t′ and E(t) 6⊆ E(t′), and w < w′ and
E(w′) 6⊆ E(w).

We call propositions of the form â “existence propositions”. We also extend V
to a global function V ′ by setting V ′(Q) :=

⋃
t∈T V (Q, t). The function V ′ picks

out all the objects in the model that a particular predicate is true of at some
point in the timeline; we will use V ′ in the definition of one type of ampliation.

Finally, if we wish to formalize the medieval concept of existential import,
then we can do so as follows:
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Definition 5.4.1 (Existential import). A model M has existential import iff for
all predicates Q and for all t ∈ T , V (Q, t) 6= ∅; that is, V is a function from
predicate-world pairs to non-empty subsets of O.

From now on we will only work with models which have existential import.
Giving truth conditions for the four types of present-tensed categorical state-

ments is straightforward.

Definition 5.4.2 (Truth conditions for categorical propositions).

UA: t |= SuaQ iff V (S, t) ⊆ V (Q, t)
UN: t |= SunQ iff V (S, t) ∩ V (Q, t) = ∅
PA: t |= SpaQ iff V (S, t) ∩ V (Q, t) 6= ∅
PN: t |= SpnQ iff V (S, t) 6⊆ V (Q, t)

It should be immediately clear from these definitions that the truth conditions
for the four types of categorical propositions respect the relationships in the
traditional square of opposition. We prove this just for the case of the subaltern
relation:

Lemma 5.4.3. t |= SuaQ implies t |= SpaQ.

Proof. Suppose t |= SuaQ Then by UA of Def. 5.4.2, V (S, t) ⊆ V (Q, t). Since
we are working in models with existential import, V (S, t) 6= ∅; it follows that
V (S, t) ∩ V (Q, t) 6= ∅, and hence t |= SpaQ.

Note that we have not defined the categorical propositions in terms of universally
quantified conditionals or existentially quantified conjunctions. This is because
we want to reserve the quantifiers for making statements about objects which
actually exist at a certain point in time. We will give truth conditions for such
statements below, once we have defined the appellation function.

The appellation, ampliation, and restriction functions are defined in terms of
V and the existence propositions. These functions, like V itself, will be indexed
to worlds.

Definition 5.4.4 (Appellation). Ap(Q, t) = V (Q, t) ∩ {a : t |= â}.

Given a predicate and a world, Ap selects all the objects which V assigns to the
predicate at the world which actually exist at that world. We use the appellation
function to define the truth conditions for simple present-tensed predications:

Definition 5.4.5 (Truth conditions for simple predications).

t |= ∃xQx iff Ap(Q, t) 6= ∅
t |= ∀xQx iff Ap(Q, t) = {a : t |= â}
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Boolean combinations of these simple predications are formed in the expected
way, e.g., for any infinite predicate ¬Q,

t |= ∃x¬Qx iff Ap(¬Q, t) = {a : t |= â} \ Ap(Q, t).

Note that these definitions allow for the possibility that V (Q, t) 6= ∅ but that
t 6|= ∃xQx, namely when all of the things which areQ at t do not exist. This allows
us to satisfy Lambert’s requirement that nam nullo homine existente hec est falsa:
“omnis homo est”, ergo sua contradictoria erit vera, hec sciliect: “aliquis homo
non est” (219).36

Defining the truth conditions for the quantifiers and the categorical proposi-
tions in this fashion means that our models are a sort of hybrid between constant-
domain models and varying-domain models, as these were defined in the previous
section. Because ∀x and ∃x are defined in terms of objects which actually exist
at a given world, we can say that the models have varying-domains (since it is
allowed that E(a) 6= E(b) for a 6= b). But if we consider just the categorical
operators ua, un, pa, and pn, then we have a constant-domain model, since the
range of V does not vary.

We are now in a position to define restriction and ampliation. These functions
modify the supposition of a term and are defined in terms of the appellation
function. The formalization of natural restriction is straightforward:

Definition 5.4.6 (Restriction). If Q is (naturally) restricted by S, then

Res(Q,S, t) = Ap(Q, t) ∩ Ap(S, t)

We omit from consideration here use-governed restriction, as this falls under
pragmatics, and not the formal theory itself.

Moving on to ampliation, recall from §5.3 that there are two kinds of ampli-
ation, ampliation because of supposita and ampliation because of time. We give
separate definitions for each. The definition of tense ampliation is straightfor-
ward:

Definition 5.4.7 (Tense ampliation). We have four cases, one for each of the
temporal operators:

AmpF
t (Q,w) =

⋃
t>w

Ap(Q, t) AmpG
t (Q,w) =

⋂
t>w

Ap(Q, t)

AmpP
t (Q,w) =

⋃
t<w

Ap(Q, t) AmpH
t (Q,w) =

⋂
t<w

Ap(Q, t)

36“when no man is in existence ‘Every man exists’ is false, and so its contradictory ‘Some
man does not exist’ will be true” (123).
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We will see in the next section how these definitions can be used to give formal
analyses of Rules 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.

Giving a definition of supposita ampliation is much more difficult. Tense
ampliation was straight forward because the different cases have clear syntactic
definitions. On the other hand, supposita ampliation is caused when a term is
“related to the subject and said of the subject but is not in the subject”, and
this is something which does not immediately lend itself to a nice syntactic char-
acterization. To address this difficulty, note that, conceptually, tense ampliation
is a subset of supposita ampliation, since supposita ampliation happens when
terminum [tenet] pro suppositis actu et non existentibus (229).37 Formally, we
shall restrict the phrase “supposita ampliation” so that it only applies to those
cases of ampliation which do not fall under tense ampliation, that is, when the
nonexistents in question are not past or future existents. This means that we
must only address those predicates which ampliate to past, present, and future
nonexistents.

Additionally, we stipulate that we antecedently know which predicates are the
ones that ampliate in this way. These are not defined by any syntactic property,
but can only be collected by ostension. Lambert says that

Ad cognoscendum autem que verba ampliant et que non, sciendum
quod ad substantiam actus potest comparari duplicitier: uno modo
quantum ad illud in quo est et de quo enunciatur. . . alio modo tamquam
ad id de quo enunciatur non tamen in ipso est (214).38

We let S be the set of all predicates which ampliate by means of supposita.

Definition 5.4.8 (Supposita ampliation). If R ∈ S, then Amps(Q, t) = V ′(Q).

When we say “a chimaera is thought of” or “a man is praised”, this is true if
there is any chimaera or any man, past, present, or future, existing or not, which
is thought of or is praised.

This concludes the presentation of our formal model.

5.5 Applying the formal model

In this section we investigate the formal properties of the model presented in the
previous section, with particular attention to showing that it satisfies the rules
put down in §5.3.

37“a term [is] interpreted for both actual and nonexistent supposita” (138).
38“But in order to recognize which verbs ampliate and which ones do not, it is important to

know that an action can be related to a substance in two different ways: in one way as regards
that in which it is and of which it is stated. . .— in the other way as regards that of which it is
stated although it is not in it” (117).
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We consider Rule 5.3.1 first, which says that the supposition of a term in
a present-tensed, non-ampliated, non-restricted proposition will be the term’s
appellata if it has appellata, and nonexistents otherwise. The truth conditions
that we gave for categorical propositions may seem on first consideration not to
respect this rule, since no mention is made of appellata, but it is straightfor-
ward to prove lemmas outlining the interaction of categorical propositions with
propositions about objects actually existing:

Lemma 5.5.1. If Ap(Q, t) 6= ∅ and t |= QuaS, then t |= ∀x(Qx→ Sx).

Proof. Let a ∈ Ap(Q, t) be arbitrary. Since a ∈ Ap(Q, t), t |= â. From t |= QuaS,
we know that V (Q, t) ⊆ V (S, t). It follows then that a ∈ Ap(S, t). Since a was
arbitrary, this means that Ap(Q, t) ⊆ Ap(S, t), which is sufficient to show our
conclusion.

Similar lemmas for the other three types of categorical statements are easily
proven. We can also prove the converses for particular categoricals:

Lemma 5.5.2. If t |= ∃x(Sx ∧Qx) then t |= SpaQ.

Proof. Assume that t |= ∃x(Sx∧Qx). It follows that Ap(S, t)∩Ap(Q, t) 6= ∅. Since
Ap(Q, t) ⊂ V (Q, t) and Ap(S, t) ⊂ V (Q, t), it follows that V (Q, t) ∩ V (S, t) 6= ∅,
and so t |= SpaQ.

Note that from this result, the soundness of the conversion rule for particular
affirmative statements can be derived; if t |= SpaQ, then t |= QpaS.

Lemma 5.5.3. If t |= ∃x(Sx ∧ ¬Qx), then t |= SpnQ.

Proof. Assume that t |= ∃x(Sx ∧ ¬Qx). Then Ap(S, t) ∩ Ap(¬Q, t) 6= ∅. By the
definition of the appellation of infinite predicates, we know that Ap(S, t) ∩ {a :
t |= â}\Ap(Q, t) 6= ∅. This implies that there is some a such that a ∈ Ap(S, t) and
a /∈ Ap(Q, t), so Ap(S, t) 6⊆ Ap(Q, t). It then follows that V (S, t) 6⊆ V (Q, t) since
Ap(S, t) ⊆ V (S, t), and b ∈ Ap(S, t) and b ∈ V (Q, t) implies b ∈ Ap(Q, t).

That the converses for universal categoricals are not provable is easily demon-
strable.

Lemma 5.5.4. t |= ∀x(Sx→ Qx) does not imply t |= SuaQ.

Proof. Let M be such that O = {a, b} and there is a t ∈ T such that t ∈ E(a)
but t /∈ E(b). Let d ∈ V (S, t) for all d ∈ O and a ∈ V (Q, t). Then t |= ∀x(Qx)
and hence t |= ∀x(Sx→ Qx). However, V (S, t) 6⊆ V (Q, t), so t 6|= SuaQ.

A similar proof can be given for the universal negative categorical propositions.
In order to discuss Rules 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, we need to introduce a few more

definitions:
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Definition 5.5.5 (Substantial term). Q is a substantial term iff ∀a ∈ O if ∃t ∈
E(a) and t |= Qa, then ∀t′ ∈ E(a), t′ |= Qa.

Definition 5.5.6 (Accidental term). Q is an accidental term iff ∃a ∈ O such
that ∃t, t′ ∈ E(a) where t |= Qa and t′ 6|= Qa.

Next we need to formalize the different ways in which propositions with tensed
verbs, such as ‘will’, or modal verbs, such as ‘is able’, can be interpreted. Lambert
says:

Dicendum quod: “album erit Socrates” habet duas acceptiones: potest
enim accipi sub hoc sensu: id quod erit album erit Sortes; vel sub isto:
quod est album erit Sortes (225).39

The distinction is between “there is something that exists now and which will be
white in the future and will be Socrates in the future” and “there is something
which exists now and is white now, and will be Socrates in the future”. Since
modal terms such as ‘can’, ‘is able’, and ‘possibly’ are all analysed in temporal
terms, this means that the same things hold for modal sentences such as “A white
thing can be Socrates”.

Lambert’s distinction here is similar to, but not quite the same as, the distinc-
tion that other authors make between the divided and composite interpretations
of modal and temporal statements.40 The divided interpretation of the modal
statement “A white thing can be black” is “there is something which is now white
and which will be black in the future”, which is distinguished from the composite
interpretation, which is “it will be the case that there is something which is both
white and black”. The statement is true under the divided interpretation but
false under the composite interpretation.

This gives us three ways that past and future tensed statements can be inter-
preted. Let t indicate the present moment and a be some object:

t |= â and ∃t < t′, ∃t < t′′, t′ |= Wa and t′′ |= a = Soc (5.1)

t |= â and t |= Wa and ∃t < t′, t′ |= a = Soc (5.2)

∃t < t′, t′ |= Wa ∧ a = Soc (5.3)

(To obtain past tense analogues, just change the direction of the <.) The first
of these corresponds to the divided sense and to Lambert’s first interpretation;
the second corresponds to Lambert’s second interpretation; and the third to the
composite sense. It is the composite sense which corresponds to the interpretation

39“We have to say that ‘A white thing will be Socrates’ has two interpretations; for it can
be interpreted in this sense: That which will be white will be Socrates; or in this sense: What
is white will be Socrates” (133). (It is standard in medieval Latin texts to refer to Socrates by
the abbreviated form of his name, Sortes.)

40See, e.g., [Knu82, pp. 347–48, 354–57]
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of the temporal operators given in §5.4. However, this sense is too narrow to
capture what we intend to express with tensed quantificational sentences. In
general, we want to be able to make statements of types one and two.

It turns out that for accidental terms, the Rules 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 cause the
first two distinctions to collapse. This will be clear below when we give formal
expressions of the truth conditions given informally in those rules. Before we
do so, we first distinguish types 1 and 2 from type 3 by formalizing the latter as
P (Q�S) where � is any of the four categorical connectives, and abusing notation
to formalize the former as QP � S (we trust that this will not be confusing since
we never use P as a predicate variable); we call tenses in sentences of this second
type “embedded tenses” or “embedded modalities”. To take an example, we read
formulas of the form P (QpaS) as “it was the case that some Q is S” and ones
of the form QPpaS as “it is the case that some Q was S”, and similarly for the
other connectives. Now we can give the formal versions of the rules:

Definition 5.5.7 (Rule 5.3.2).
If Q is an unrestricted accidental term and S /∈ S, then

t |= QPuaS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} ⊆ AmpP

t (S, t)

t |= QPpaS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} ∩ AmpP

t (S, t) 6= ∅
t |= QPunS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP

t (Q, t)} ∩ AmpP
t (S, t) = ∅

t |= QPpnS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} 6⊆ AmpP

t (S, t)

and

t |= QHuaS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} ⊆ AmpH

t (S, t)

t |= QHpaS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} ∩ AmpH

t (S, t) 6= ∅
t |= QHunS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP

t (Q, t)} ∩ AmpH
t (S, t) = ∅

t |= QHpnS iff {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} 6⊆ AmpH

t (S, t)

If Q is an unrestricted substantial term and S /∈ S, then

t |= QPuaS iff AmpP
t (Q, t) ⊆ AmpP

t (S, t)

t |= QPpaS iff AmpP
t (Q, t) ∩ AmpP

t (S, t) 6= ∅
t |= QPunS iff AmpP

t (Q, t) ∩ AmpP
t (S, t) = ∅

t |= QPpnS iff AmpP
t (Q, t) 6⊆ AmpP

t (S, t)

and

t |= QHuaS iff AmpP
t (Q, t) ⊆ AmpH

t (S, t)

t |= QHpaS iff AmpP
t (Q, t) ∩ AmpH

t (S, t) 6= ∅
t |= QHunS iff AmpP

t (Q, t) ∩ AmpH
t (S, t) = ∅

t |= QHpnS iff AmpP
t (Q, t) 6⊆ AmpH

t (S, t)
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Definition 5.5.8 (Rule 5.3.3). The formalization of Rule 5.3.3 can be obtained
by replacing P with F and H with G throughout.

Note that it follows from these rules that sentences with substantial terms as
their subject terms can only be interpreted in the first of the two interpretations
that Lambert gives.

We make just one more remark before concluding our application of the formal
model to Lambert’s theory of supposition. Because the temporal operators H and
G can be defined as ¬P¬ and ¬F¬, respectively, we focused only on P and F
throughout the current section and the preceding one. While it is clear that this
interdefinability holds for sentences interpreted in the third way (the composite
sense), it is by no means obvious that the same is true when we use P and F as
in the two rules. In fact, as we have defined the truth conditions for sentences of
the form QP � S and QF � S, the following holds:

Lemma 5.5.9. t |= QP �S iff t |= Q¬P¬�S and t |= QF �S iff t |= Q¬F¬�S

Proof. We prove just the case of t |= QPpaS iff t |= Q¬P¬paS, where Q is
accidental and unrestricted, and leave the other cases as exercises for the reader.

(⇐) Suppose t |= Q¬P¬paS. Since the categorical propositions respect
the relationships in the square of opposition, ¬pa can be replaced with un. If
{Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP

t (Q, t)} ∩ AmpP
t (S, t) = ∅, then t |= QPunS. Since t |= Q¬PunS,

it follows by modus tollens that {Ap(Q, t) ∪ AmpP
t (Q, t)} ∩ AmpP

t (S, t) 6= ∅, and
hence t |= QPpaS.

(⇒) As all of the implications involved in the proof of the other direction are
equivalences, this case is symmetric.

5.6 Conclusions and future work

There is one interesting issue which is not generally addressed in medieval the-
ories of supposition and which, because of its potential applicability to modern
philosophical problems, warrants further investigation, and that is the issue of
iterated tenses. Syntactically, nothing prevents us from nesting temporal opera-
tors, e.g. PFP (QuaS), QGHFuaS, etc. Three questions immediately arise from
this: First, what sense can we give to the interpretation of these strings of tem-
poral operators? Second, how must we modify the definitions in order to allow
for iterated temporal operators? Third, what strings of temporal operators result
in the same semantic outcome, that is, when can iterated temporal operators be
reduced to a single temporal operator?

We briefly comment on the first question. When the iterated tenses are being
used in their usual fashion, e.g., PFPϕ, then the answer to the first question is
straight-forward: the formula is read from left to right as normally: ‘it was the
case that it will be the case that it was the case that ϕ’. When used in the special
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way that we introduced above, e.g., QHFuaS, the most natural reading of the
sentence is to attach the first tense to the copula and the remaining tenses to the
predicate, e.g. ‘All Q’s were-always will-be S’. When there are more than two
temporal operators, this natural reading becomes more stilted, but even so we
can still make sense of things like QGHFuaS ‘All Q’s will-always-be were-always
will-be S’. Tenses iterated in the first sense are well understood in both linear
and branching time structures. This means that future investigation should focus
on nested temporal operators used in the second fashion, since they are the ones
that make use of the truth conditions based on ampliation and appellation.

The brief excursus into modern logic in the previous section shows the depth
and breadth of Lambert’s theory of supposition, and opens up the possibility of
applying this theory to modern philosophical problems, such as questions about
reference to nonexistent entities and issues with combining quantification and
modality. We have shown how from a relatively basic theory of supposition a
very interesting and distinctive modal and temporal logic can be extracted. What
this points to is that that the rise of supposition theory over the course of the
12th to 14th centuries was not just the rise of supposition theory, but the rise
of well-defined and widely applicable modal and temporal logic with potential
applications to problems in contemporary philosophy.


